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Behavioral research on metaphorical effects consistently reveals

bidirectional directions. The primary purpose of this study is to

show a bidirectional relationship between defeat experience and

bitter taste based on embodied cognition. People who experienced

defeat indicted bitterness higher than those who did not (study 1)

and the result was same in a within-subjects design (study 2).

People who drank Americano with no sugar indicated the defeat

level higher after reading an imaginary story. Study 4-6 showed

how metaphorical effects can be mediated and moderated. The

fact that people regard another person’s defeated situation as

more defeated after tasting bitterness would contribute to further

studies in donation literature.
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Introduction

Metaphoric expressions such as sweet person, high status, and

clean morality are used in daily conversation although it seems

like each domain is unrelated to one another. There is a

metaphoric term ‘a bitter defeat’. It is interesting that defeated

situation is considered bitter because it is unlikely to be tasted in

real. Such metaphoric language is likely plausible since bitter

tastes are especially unpalatable and unpleasant that goes

similarly with the negative perceptions of defeated feelings.

However, we cannot make sure whether this mere similarity is a

clear cause to derive the metaphoric term, bitter defeat. Previous

researches regarding bitter taste are widely studied in terms of

individual differences based on genetically determined sensitivity

to bitter tastes. From an evolutionary perspective, preference for

certain taste is an important biological function. In nature,

sweetness is associated with readily available calories, whereas

bitterness is often associated with toxic compounds that should

be avoided (Glendinning 1994). Sensitivity to bitterness also

differs by individual characteristics. For example, self-reported

reactivity to caffeine, a representative substance of bitterness,

accounted for 46% of the variance in caffeine intake (Mattes

1994). In this paper, we propose that immediate defeat experience

can heighten the perceptual sensitivity to bitterness and tasting

bitter taste will make people evaluate their defeat experience as

more defeated. This prediction is derived from various theories

including conceptual metaphor theory, perceptual symbol systems

and grounded cognition. Results obtained from experiments can
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explain the important role of cognition grounded in perception

apart from innate perceptual ability. In addition, we sought to

extend the sensory modalities examined in metaphor research

from the modalities of sight and touch to a much less studied

modality, taste, especially a bitter taste.

Theoretical background

Embodied Cognition

The first model of embodied cognition is conceptual metaphor theory

(CMT). Many constructs in social cognition are metaphorical. For

example, a prosocial person is considered sweet, competent person

has a cold personality and a moral person has clean hands. CMT

commonly assumes that there is a direction: unidirectional nature.

Vague and less concrete concepts are delineated in terms of concrete

concept, physical experience (Lakoff and Johnson 1980). When the

concrete domain and abstract domain repeatedly faces one another

early in life, its correlation can make neural coactivation of the

concrete and abstract domain. Conceptual metaphor theory in

cognitive linguistics has gained great attention in the past few years

showing a number of striking phenomena. Locating targets in a high

position makes them look powerful (Schubert 2005), holding a warm

cup of coffee promotes affectionate behavior (Williams and Bargh

2008) and savoring sweets promotes prosocial behavior (Meier,

Moeller, Riemer-Peltz, and Robinson 2011). However, a new concept,
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bidirectional relationship, appeared as researchers revealed the

opposite abstract-to-concrete directions such as evaluations of

positive words were faster when words were in the up rather than

the down (Meier and Robinson, 2004) and being socially rejected

causes people to estimate the ambient temperature to be lower

(Zhong and Leonardelli 2008). Lee and Schwarz (2012) mentioned

that the unidirectional relationship is not always true when it comes

to psychological consequences. In their experiment, participants who

were exposed to fishy smell showed more suspicion and people who

experienced social suspicion labeled the fishy smell more correctly.

Moreover, the bidirectional relationship between ambivalence and

body movement is also revealed (Schneider, Eerland, Harreveld,

Rotteveel, Pligt, Stoep and Zwaan 2013).

The second model of embodied cognition is perceptual symbol

system (PSS). According to Barsalou (1999), perceptual symbol

system grounds cognition in perception and metaphor is not

always needed in creating symbols. Barsalou (1999) mentioned

that metaphoric expression such as ‘anger is liquid exploding

from a container’ can not explain the whole meaning of abstract

word, anger, fully. In short, metaphors are outcomes of perceptual

based knowledge representations, not inputs (Barsalou 2008).

Although Barsalou (2008) mentioned that the term ‘embodied

cognition’ can make a false assumption that bodily states are

necessary for cognition, I consider it here as a similar term as
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grounded cognition since a lot of bidirectional relationships

between concrete and abstract domain are revealed recently under

the literature of embodied cognition. According to Barsalou’s

theory, perceptual states arise in the sensory-motor system and

selective attention extracts a subset of the state and stores it in

long-term memory. This perceptual memory can function as a

symbol entering into symbol manipulation. Collections of the

perceptual symbols comprise our conceptual representations. The

structure of a perceptual symbol corresponds to the perceptual

state that produced it. Conceiving of an abstract concept leads to

simulations, partial reenactments or reactivations of relevant

multimodal states from prior experience. Therefore, PSS explains

bidirectional embodied effects.

The third model is called simulated sensorimotor metaphor model

(SSM). Slepian and Ambady (2014) recently created this model.

SSM is based on Damasio’s (1989) convergence zone theory,

whereby a fast-learning system is distributed across the cortex,

with a convergence zone binding diverse aspects of the cortical

representation of a concept, and integrating multiple sensorimotor

maps and associative areas with bidirectional links (McClelland,

McNaughton, and O’Reilly 1995). Although a person did not learn

about a metaphor it early ages, that person can learn a new

embodied metaphor which links seonsorimotor activations to

conceptual processing such as simulations since there are
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bidirectional links between sensorimotor and higher-order binding

areas (Damasio 1989; McClelland, McNaughton, and O’Reilly

1995).

Among three models of embodied cognition, I think there is no

one most correct answer to explain the bidirectional relationship

between concrete domain and abstract domain. However, the third

model seems like it mixed the CMT and PSS properly. Based on

Damasio’s convergence zone theory, I agree with the idea that

people do not need to learn metaphoric expression from the early

stage of life. The neural coactivation formed by early repetitive

correlation between concrete and abstract domain is also crucial

but I think people can make their own metaphor when they try

to understand difficult abstract concept easily with the help of

concrete concept. For example, an abstract concept ‘defeat’ gives

a person psychological stress. Stress is a negative affect and

gives painful emotion. This psychological pain and stress can be

linked to physical stress which gives negative affect. To be

specific, when people are sick, they often feel the bitterness

inside the mouth. Since a convergence zone is binding and

integrating multiple sensorimotor maps, its associative areas with

bidirectional links can lead to bitterness, mostly considered as a

negative taste. Through this process, a person who did not know

the metaphor ‘bitter defeat’ can also link defeat experience to a

bitter taste automatically. However, this does not mean that the
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neural coactivation formed in the early ages is no longer needed.

Young children taste, touch, and smell while thinking and they

learn abstract concepts. They will later have a chance to think

first and taste it. For example, parents give a medicine when we

are sick. If a child has never tasted medicine before, he or she

might imagine its taste first. After tasting its bitterness, the

taste can be memorized in a negative way. Moreover, people

sometimes drink alcohol when something goes wrong or feel that

they are defeated. Thus, two domains, defeat and bitter taste, can

be correlated based on prior experiences.

To sum up, I think both the ancient neural coactivation

relationships mentioned by conceptual metaphor theory and

automatic conceptual processing based on Damasio’s convergence

zone theory work altogether. Whenever the embodied metaphor is

formed, the sensorimotor domain can influence the abstract

domain and vice versa through conceptual processing or

simulation mentioned in the perceptual symbol systems.

Hypotheses development

The defeat approach was originated from animal experiments.

Animals, especially rats, are given a "resident-intruder" paradigm,

in which an animal was placed in the cage of another animal or

group of animals of the same species. Losing a confrontation

among animals with same species can result potentially
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significant psychological consequences in terms of control over

resources or an access to mates and social positions. According

to Eaton, Dess, and Chapman (2012), rats selectively bred for low

saccharin intake are subordinate to high-saccharin consuming

rats when they compete in weight-matched dyads for food, a

task used to model depression.

This model has been extended to include observations of human

aggression, bullying, relational aggression, chronic subordination

and humiliation. People who experienced defeat typically

experience symptoms like low self-esteem because of low regard

by group, feelings of depression, low in self-worth, anxiety and

many other psychological threats (Bjorkqvist 2001). In other

words, social defeat is a psychological stress that results

negative symptoms. Defeat is a negative psychological factor and

bitter taste is a negative sensorimotor factor. Then, experiencing

defeat in a metaphor should invoke and thus prioritize processing

of the metaphorically relevant sensory information, bitterness, and

heighten perceptual sensitivity to it. Interestingly, the intimate

relationship between taste and affect is clear for rats. For

example, acute stress increases the rejection of novel bitter tastes

and increased sweet consumption (Dess 1992; Dess and Choe

1994; Job and Barnes 1995). In conclusion, processing conceptual

information (defeat) should invoke the sensory-motor modalities
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(bitter taste) and vice versa since these two constructs are

dynamically interrelated.

H1: People who experience defeat will show increased

perceptual sensitivity to bitter taste than people who do not

experience defeat.

H2: People who taste bitterness will indicate the defeat

experience as more defeated than who taste non-bitterness.

H3: People who undergo defeat experience will be more

accessible to defeat-related thoughts than people who do not

undergo defeat experience.

H4: People who process defeat-related concepts will be more

accessible to bitterness-related thoughts than people who do

not process defeat-related concepts.

H5: People who process bitterness-related concepts will

predict the bitterness higher than people who do not process.

bitterness-related concepts.
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Study 1: Defeat game heightens the bitterness indication

The aim of Study 1 was to investigate whether people who

experience defeat indicate the bitterness higher than who do not

experience defeat. I used Omija tea to measure participants’

bitterness indication. Omija is a fruit from a Omija tree that has

five different tastes: sweet, bitter, sour, salty and hot. I expected

that participants would exhibit more bitterness when they

experienced defeat than when they did not.

Method

P articipants and design. Sixty students at the Seoul National

University participated in a defeat/no defeat game (mean age=

24.7 years, 42 women) and received ₩3000. They were randomly

assigned to two conditions in a between-participants experimental

design: defeat game (n=30), no defeat game (n=30). Individual

differences in bitterness perception was a dependent variable.

P rocedure. Upon entering the lab, participants were randomly

assigned to either the defeat condition or the no defeat condition.

Participants were told that they would participate in an

experiment on new beverage product tasting. Participants were

first administered the defeat manipulation by doing an anagrams

task. After completing the task, participants tasted the beverage

and indicated the level of each taste that they perceive. Finally,

participants reported their mood (“How do you feel right now?”;
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-9=very unpleasant, 9=very pleasant) and were probed for insight

into the experiment’s purpose.

Anagrams task. To manipulate the defeat experience, I

presented participants with an anagrams task which requires

participants to create a new word using all the same letters in

the target word. For example, participants were presented with

‘‘lemon’’, and could create ‘‘melon’’. Defeat/no defeat was induced

following the procedure adapted from Pegg, Deakin, Anderson,

and Elliott (2006) that papers studying defeat refers to (Johnson,

Gooding, and Tarrier 2008; O’Connor and Williams 2014).

Moreover, I created some anagrams task using Korean (see

Appendix 1). Participants received correct/incorrect feedback

following each trial. There were two versions of each task, one

impossible and one achievable version. Participants assigned to

defeat condition were instructed to solve 30 trials which include 7

insoluble problems. However, the pass rate was set at 23 and

participants were encouraged to score above this. Participants

assigned to no defeat condition solved 30 highly achievable trials.

The pass rate was set at 10. As a manipulation check, we

assessed the extent to which participants experienced defeat after

the task. Participants indicated how difficult it was to solve the

problems on a 7-point scale anchored at 1=“not difficult at all”

on the far left, and 7=“very difficult” on the far right.

Material. Given beverage was Omija tea, a traditional tea in

Korea. It has five tastes: sweetness, bitterness, sourness, salty

taste and hot taste. I boiled 100g of Omija fruit with 1L water
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Taste Defeat No defeat F p
Bitter taste 4.87 3.37 48.41 .00*

Sweet taste 3.67 3.80 .41 .52

Sour taste 3.27 3.43 .45 .50

Salty taste 1.87 1.87 .00 1.00

Hot taste 1.26 1.30 .08 .78

Table 1

(The effect of defeat experience on five tastes indication)

and distributed it in sixty paper cups equally. Both groups

indicated the level of each taste respectively on a 7-point scale

anchored at 1=“Not at all” on the far left, and 7=“Extremely” on

the far right.

Results

Manipulation Check. One-way analysis of variance revealed

that participants in the defeat condition indicated that the

anagrams task was more difficult (MD=5.57, SD=0.77) than those

in the no defeat condition did (MND=3.37, SD=0.81; F(59)=115.89,

p<.001).

Bitterness I ndication. Bitterness indication was submitted to

one-way Analysis of variance with defeat manipulation as an

independent variable. Participants in the defeat condition rated the

Omija beverage bitterer (MD=4.87, SD=0.90) than those in the no

defeat condition did (MND=3.37, SD=0.76; F(59)=48.41, p<.001).

The rest four tastes showed no significant differences between

two conditions (see Table 1). Mood did not differ significantly

between the defeat and the no defeat conditions (F<1, p>.75). It
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Bitter Sweet Sour Salty Spicy

No defeat

Defeat

Figure 1

(Five tastes indication under defeat/no defeat conditions)

suggests that the task effect was not driven by generic mood.

Figure 1 graphically depicts how anagrams task influenced the

ratings of five tastes under the defeat and no defeat conditions.

First, participants in the defeat condition felt the bitterness more

than those in the no defeat condition. Second, participants in the

defeat condition felt the bitterness most among five tastes

whereas those in the no defeat condition felt the sweetness most

with by a short head. In sum, people who experience defeat

indicate the subject bitterer than those who do not experience

defeat. Thus, hypothesis 1 is supported.
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Study 2: Defeat game changes the bitterness indication

I conducted a follow-up study to seek further support for my

hypothesis that experiencing defeat can influence bitterness

indication. The main task in this study was the same as that in

the previous study. However, there are three differences

compared to study 1. First, instead of measuring bitterness once

after the anagrams task, I measured bitterness before and after

the task. Thus, between factor is defeat and no defeat conditions

and within factor is bitter taste indication before and after the

anagrams task. I predicted that participants will feel the same

substance bitterer after experiencing defeat throughout the task.

Second, I purposedly compared the game scores of participants in

the defeat condition with those of participants in the no defeat

condition to strengthen defeat experience. Additionally, chocolate

is added as an indication object. Although Omija has five tastes,

the taste level of bitterness is relatively perceived higher than

the rest four tastes in its original state. Thus, to rule out the

prevailed taste perception, I added two kinds of chocolate with

different amount of cacao: 56% and 85%.

Method

P articipants and design. Thirty students at the Seoul National

University were gathered through Snulife portal site. They

participated in a anagrams task (mean age=23.8 years, 18 women)

and received ₩3000. The experiment had a two-factor (defeat
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experience: defeat or no defeat; phase: before or after the task)

mixed design, with the latter factor as a within-subjects variable.

The main dependent variable was the bitterness indication.

P rocedure. Upon entering the lab, participants were randomly

assigned to either the defeat condition or the no defeat condition.

Participants were told that they are gathered for new beverage and

food product tasting. Participants first reported their general mood

(“Overall, my mood right now is...”; -9=very unpleasant, 9=very

pleasant) and emotions (8 items; 1=definitely do not feel, 4=definitely

feel) (Mayer & Gaschke, 1988). To check manipulation, participants

then were asked again to mark their mood, especially defeat, on

visual analogue scale (VAS) measuring how much they feel defeat

at that moment.

Participants indicated their general attitude toward chocolate on a

7-point scale anchored at –3=“very negative” on the far left, and

3=“very positive” on the far right. Then, participants tasted the

chocolate A (85% cacao) and indicated the level of sweetness and

bitterness respectively on a 7-point scale anchored at 1=“not

sweet(bitter) at all” on the far left, and 7=“very sweet(bitter)” on the

far right. Omija tea A and chocolate B (56% cacao) were also

provided one by one and participants indicated the level of tastes

same as chocolate A. A piece of milk white pan bread was given to

participants between each product to eliminate remaining previous

taste. After completing phase 1, I used the same manipulation as in

study 1. Participants were told that the aim of this task is to measure

cognitive ability since this new product has a special ingredient that
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helps increase instant concentration. An experimenter partnered one

participant in the defeat condition and one in the no defeat condition.

Then, an experimenter purposedly mentioned the partner’s score and

pass or fail result after completing the task. Participants indicated the

difficulty of the anagrams task and how much they were involved

in the task on a 7-point scale.

Participants then were asked again to mark their defeat mood on

VAS. After completing VAS, participants entered the phase 2 and

tasted chocolate AA (85% cacao), Omija tea B, and chocolate BB

(56% cacao) that are all same products tasted in phase 1 actually.

Same as phase 1, participants indicated the level of tastes on a

7-point scale. Finally, participants answered the demographic

variables and were probed for insight into the experiment’s purpose.

Visual analogue scale. VAS was deemed an appropriate method to

measure mood because it provides a measure of current affect that

responds to experimental mood induction (Goldstein and Willner

2002). The analogue scale was presented vertically on a single page,

with strong feelings of the emotion (e.g. ‘‘very defeated’’) at the head

of the scale, and a lack of the emotion (e.g. ‘‘not at all defeated’’) at

the bottom of the scale. Participants were instructed both verbally

and by instructions at the top of the page, to make a perpendicular

mark on the 10 mm long line at where they felt most accurately

reflected their mood at that moment. The VAS was scored by

measuring from the bottom of the scale to the participant’s mark.

Material. I boiled 300g of Omija fruit with 1L water, added

150g of sugar, and distributed it in sixty paper cups equally.
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Chocolate A is ‘Lindt 85% cacao chocolate’ and Chocolate B is

‘Ghana 56% cacao chocolate’. Chocolates were cut into 3×3

centimeters size equally and distributed. To remove remaining

taste before tasting next product, I gave 6×6 centimeters size

pieces of milk white pan bread to each participant.

Results

Manipulation Check. A repeated measures analysis of variance

with defeat experience as a between-subjects variable and phase

as a within-subjects variable revealed a main effect of phase on

the defeat level of VAS, F>1, p<.001. This means that

participants in the phase 2 reported the defeat higher than the

phase 1. I also found a main effect of defeat manipulation,

F=74.01, p<.05, which indicates that participants in defeat

condition marked the higher defeat level than those in no defeat

condition. Finally, there was an interaction effect between defeat

experience and phase, F=5.476, p=.03. It means that the difference

between phase 2 and phase 1 in the defeat condition is higher

than the difference in the no defeat condition. Simple main effect

revealed that the VAS score difference between two conditions in

phase 1 is not significant (p>.05) whereas that in phase 2 is

significant (p<.05). Thus, participants in the defeat condition

showed higher defeat mood after the anagrams task than those

in the no defeat condition (see Figure 2). Also, Mann whitney U

test revealed that mean ranks of participants in defeat condition
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Figure 2

(Before and after VAS score by groups)

scored higher than those of participants in no defeat condition

(MD=21.97, MND=9.03, Z=4.105, p<.000). Therefore, participants in

the defeat condition indicated the difficulty of the task higher

than those in no defeat condition.

P reliminary analyses. To make sure my experimental groups

did not differ with regard to attitude toward chocolate and Omija,

I compared the attitude of each product between the two groups.

I found no differences between two conditions (ps>.61).

Moreover, neither mood nor any of the emotions differed

significantly between the defeat and no defeat conditions (ps>.16,

see Table 2). The engagement level of game was not different

between two groups (Z=.171, p=.87).

Bitterness indication. A repeated measures analysis of variance

with defeat experience as a between-subjects variable and phase
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Item No defeat Defeat Z p
General mood 16.60 14.40 -.697 .512

lively 16.30 14.7 -.580 .624

happy 15.50 15.50 .000 1.000

sad 13.20 17.80 1.523 .161

content 16.57 14.43 -.725 .512

gloomy 16.43 14.57 -.621 .567

jittery 16.33 14.67 -.550 .624

grouchy 16.20 14.80 -.472 .683

active 15.73 15.27 -.166 .902

Table 2

(Mean ranks of mood and emotions as a function of

defeat versus no defeat condition in Study 2)

as a within-subjects variable is used throughout analyses in

study 2. First, in case of 85% cacao chocolate, there were no

main effects but interaction effect (F=8.23, p<.05). Simple main

effect revealed that difference of bitterness indication between

two conditions was significant only in phase 2 (F=4.73, p<.05,

see Figure 3). Manipulated group reported the higher bitterness

(MD=6.07, SD=.30) than no defeat group (MND=5.13, SD=0.19).

Moreover, primed condition showed a significant difference

between bitterness indication in phase 1 and in phase 2

(Mphase1=6.07, MPhase2=5.27, F=5.38, p<.05). In sum, participants in

defeat condition indicated the bitterness of chocolate higher than

those in no defeat condition after experiencing defeat. Thus,

hypothesis 1 is supported.

Second, in case of 56% cacao chocolate, participants in the defeat

condition indicated the bitterness higher than those in no defeat

condition only in phase 1 (MD=2.27, MND=1.4, F=6.44, p<.05).
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(85% cacao chocolate bitterness

indication throughout phases

under two conditions)

There were no differences in bitterness indication after the

anagrams task (see Figure 4). This result will be discussed later.

Finally, in case of Omija tea, there was a main effect of phase

(Mphase1=3.73, MPhase2=4.63, F=14.83, p=.001) and interaction effect

between defeat experience and phase (F=24.93, p<.001). Simple

main effect revealed that the difference of bitterness indication

between two conditions is significant in phase 2 (MD=5.73,

MND=3.53, F=17.94, p<.001). Thus, it means that participants’

bitter taste indication did not differ in phase 1 but after

completing the anagrams task, participants in the defeat condition

indicated significantly higher level of bitterness than those in the

no defeat condition. Moreover, this dramatic change is attributed

to participants only in defeat condition since they showed a
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throughout phases
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significant difference between bitterness score in phase 1 and

phase 2 (Mphase1=3.67, MPhase2=5.73, F=39.11, p<.001)(see Figure 5).

The interesting thing was that there was a significant difference

of sweetness indication between two conditions as a function of

phase. There were main effects and an interaction effect between

defeat experience and phase on sweetness indication (F=6.60,

p=0.02). In phase 2, the difference of sweetness indication was

significant between two conditions (MD=2.00, MND=3.07, F=8.26,

p<.01). Additionally, only participants in no defeat condition

showed a significant indication difference between two phases

(Mphase1=2.27, MPhase2=3.07, F=12.94, p=.001)(see Figure 6).

Discussion. In sum, the average bitter taste difference between

two conditions were significant in tasting Omija and 85% cacao

(see Table 3). Therefore, it supports hypothesis 1 that people
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who experience defeat will indicate the bitterness higher that

those who do not experience defeat. The reason that the result of

using 56% cacao chocolate was not significant could be attributed

to its high level of sweetness. Actually, it is difficult to perceive

bitterness while eating 56% cacao chocolate. Maybe there needs

to be at least distinctive amount of bitterness so that defeat

experience can influence participants’ bitterness indication.

Interesting result is that the average sweet taste indication of

Omija was different difference between conditions and between

phases. Because I compared the partner’s score purposedly, no

defeat group might thought they won the game and tasted the

Omija sweeter following a metaphoric term ‘sweet success’. In

case of 85% cacao chocolate, it might be difficult to taste

sweetness since bitterness dominates its taste.
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Item Defeat No defeat F P

56%

cacao

phase 1 2.27 1.40 6.44 .02*

phase 2 2.47 1.67 3.27 .08

F .71 .30

p .41 .59

85%

cacao

phase 1 5.27 5.73 2.88 .10

phase 2 6.07 5.13 4.73 .04*

F 5.38 3.00

p .03* .09

Omija

(Sweet)

phase 1 1.87 2.27 1.36 .25

phase 2 2.00 3.07 8.26 .01*

F .53 19.02

p .47 .00*

Omija

(Bitter)

phase 1 3.67 3.80 .04 .85

phase 2 5.73 3.53 17.94 .00*

F 39.11 .65

p .00* .43

Table 3

(Means of chocolate and Omija taste indication as a function of

defeat versus no defeat condition in Study 2)
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Study 3: Experiencing bitter taste increases the defeated

experience as more defeated

The aim of Study 3 was to show the opposite direction from

bitter taste perception to defeat experience. I expected that people

who taste bitterness will be more likely to evaluate defeat

experience as more defeated than people who do not taste

bitterness. In this study, I gave participants Americano as a

bitter taste product.

Method

P articipants and design. Sixty students at the Chung-Ang

University in a consumer behavior class participated in an

experiment (mean age= 25.4 years, 35 women). They were

randomly assigned to two conditions in a between-participants

experimental design: bitter Americano (n=30), sweet Americano

(n=30). Individual differences in evaluating the level of defeat

was a dependent variable.

P rocedure. Participants were told that they will be given coffee

and do a memory game. An experimenter told them that the

purpose of this experiment is to figure out how effective it is to

do cognitive work while doing other activity at the same time

such as studying at the cafe. They are randomly assigned to two

types of groups, one with pure Americano and the other with

sugar added Americano. Participants first indicated how much

they like coffee on a 7-point scale anchored at 1=“do not like it
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at all” on the far left, and 7=“very much like it” on the far right.

Also, they reported how much they think they are defeated in

their life on a 7-point scale. Then, Participants drank Americano

while memorizing a diary written by a fictitious defeated

character for 3 minutes. After reading the diary, participants

reported the bitterness level of Americano on a 7-point scale and

how much they think the character is defeated on a 7-point scale

(1=“Not defeated at all”, 7=“very much defeated”). Then, they

wrote down the story they memorized.

A fictitious story. The character is really a defeated person and

the character wrote a diary about what he has done during the

day. For example, he still has no job although he is 30 and he

broke up with his girlfriend a week ago. He got a mail from the

company he applied but they say sorry to him (see Appendix 2).

Materials. I bought Americano at the franchise fast-food store

and distributed it to the sixty cups equally. Then, I added some

sugar in the half of cups. Participants did not see the brand

name of franchise store and everything was prepared before they

came into the classroom.

Results

Manipulation check. One-way analysis of variance revealed

that participants in the bitter Americano indicated that the

Americano they drank was bitterer (MB=4.03, SD=1.12) than

those in the sweet Americano condition did (MS=2.50, SD=0.82;

F(59)=36.22, p<.001).
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Defeat Indication. Participants’ self-defeat level and their

preference toward Americano did not differ between two

conditions (ps>.20). Also, there was no effect of gender on the

evaluation of defeat level (F=2.04, p=.16). One-way analysis of

variance revealed that the participants in a manipulated condition

indicated the defeat level of a character more defeated (MB=4.93,

SD=1.01) than those in the sweet Americano condition (MS=3.06,

SD=1.23; F=41.114, p=.000). Therefore, it supports the hypothesis

2 that people who taste bitterness will consider the defeat

experience as more defeated.
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Study 4: Induced defeat Activates Defeat-Related Thoughts

The purpose of study 4-6 is to show the causal chain model of

the bidirectional relationship between defeat experience and

perceptual sensitivity to bitter taste. The present study tries to

indicate that the influence of sensory experience can be driven by

the activation and use of metaphorically associated knowledge. If

it is accessible, knowledge can influence people’s perception of,

feelings about, and behavior toward an applicable target (Higgins

1996; Forster and Liberman 2007). Therefore, if people can access

metaphorically associated knowledge, it can make people find an

applicable target and influence their perception and behaviors.

Method

P articipants and design. Sixty people were gathered through

Qualtrics and they participated in a simple survey (mean age=

28.4 years, 45 women). They were randomly assigned to two

conditions in a between-participants experimental design: defeat

game (n=30), no defeat game (n=30). The number of answer with

regard to defeat was counted and used as a dependent variable.

P rocedure. Using the same manipulation method as in the study

1 and 2, participants were told to do a defeat/no defeat game.

Because this study used online participants, I created a page that

shows the number of correct answers and the creativity level by

percentage. Participants in the defeat condition looked at this
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page with low rank result but those in the no defeat condition

received a high rank result. After finishing anagrams task,

participants indicated the difficulty of the task on a 7-point scale

and did word completion task with 3-minute time limit. Then,

participants reported whether they have experienced this kind of

task and the degree of their self-creativity level on a 7-point

scale (1=“not creative at all”, 7=“very creative”).

Word completion task. According to the study of Lee and

Schwarz (2012), they used word completion task to find a

relationship between socially induced suspicious situation and the

number of suspicion-related words. Since participants are all

Korean, I created the Korean version of word completion task

that can measure the number of defeat-related words (see

Appendix 3). For example, ㅍ ㅂ can be completed with 포부 or

패배. All participants received 20-item word-fragment completion

task and 10 of them were defeat-related words. I expected that

participants in the defeat condition will fill out the blanks more

with defeat-related words.

Results

Manipulation check. One-way analysis of variance revealed that

participants in the defeat condition (MD=4.67, SD=1.18) reported

the difficulty of the first task higher than those in the no defeat

condition (MND=3.03, SD=.96, F=34.32, p=.00).

Word completion. According to the result of Mann Whitney U

test, participants in a manipulated group showed a higher rank
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(MD=41.18) than those in a no defeat group (MND=19.82). It

means that the mean ranks of the two groups differ significantly

on the number of defeat-related words (Z=-4.88, p=.000).

Therefore, it supports the hypothesis 3 that people who undergo

defeat experience will be more accessible to defeat-related

thoughts than people who do not.

Study 5: Priming Defeat-Related Thoughts Activates

Bitterness-Related Thoughts

Method

P articipants and design. Sixty people in Seoul National

University campus were approached and asked for participating

in a simple survey (36 female, M=23.2). They were randomly

assigned to two conditions in a between-participants experimental

design: defeat condition (n=30), no defeat condition (n=30). The

number of answer with regard to bitterness was counted and

used as a dependent variable.

P rocedure. Participants were told to do two tasks, one is a

sentence unscramble task and the other is a word-fragment

completion task. As for the sentence unscramble task,

participants in a defeat condition arranged the 10 out of 20

sentences related to defeat and those in the no defeat condition

received 20 sentences without defeat-related concepts (see

Appendix 4). As for the word completion task, I created 20

questions that can be written related to bitterness or other
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concepts (see Appendix 5). For example, ㄷ ㄹ ㅈ can be

completed as 도라지 or 다람쥐. I expected that participants in the

defeat condition will fill out the blanks more with

bitterness-related words.

Results

Word completion. According to the result of Mann Whitney U test,

participants in the defeat condition showed the higher rank

(MD=37.33) than those in the no defeat condition (MND=23.67). It

means that the mean ranks of the two groups differ significantly on

the number of bitterness-related words (Z=-3.09, p=.00). Therefore,

it supports the hypothesis 4 that people who process defeat-related

concepts will be more accessible to bitterness-related thoughts than

people who do not process defeat-related concepts.

Study 6: Priming Bitterness-Related Thoughts Enhances

sensitivity to bitterness

Method

P articipants and design. Sixty people in Seoul National

University campus were gathered through Snulife portal site

(mean age= 24.7 years, 51 women). They were randomly

assigned to two conditions in a between-participants experimental

design: bitterness condition (n=30), no bitterness condition (n=30).

Participants’ bitterness indication level of given grapefruit is a

dependent variable.
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P rocedure. Participants were told to do a sentence unscramble

task and tasted a piece of grapefruit. As for the sentence

unscramble task, participants in the bitterness group did a task

containing 10 out of 20 sentences are bitterness-related concepts

whereas participants in the no bitterness group did a task

without bitterness-related concepts (see Appendix 6). After the

task, participants reported the bitterness of a grapefruit on a

7-point scale anchored as 1=“Not bitter at all” on the far left,

and 7=“Extremely bitter” on the far right.

Results

Bitterness Indication. One-way analysis of variance revealed that

participants in the bitterness group indicated the bitterness of a

grapefruit higher (MB=4.90, SD=1.29) than those in the no bitterness

condition (MNB=4.05, SD=1.19; F=4.673, p=.04). Therefore, it

supports the hypothesis 5 that people who process bitterness-related

concepts will perceive the bitterness higher than people who do not

process bitterness taste.
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General Discussion

The present findings suggest that a metaphor ‘bitter defeat’ is

not merely a linguistic expression but an embodied metaphor that

can influence person’s perception. Experiencing defeat during the

anagrams task made people indicate the substance bitterer than

who did not experience defeat (study 1). Furthermore, although

people tasted the same product before and after the anagrams

task, defeat experience enhanced the perceptual sensitivity to the

bitter taste (study 2). The opposite direction is also revealed.

Tasting bitter substance made people consider defeat experience

as more defeated (study 3). Study 1-3 showed the bidirectional

relationship between defeat experience and bitter taste perception.

Study 4-6 revealed a mediation and moderation effects. In study

4 and 5, people who experienced defeat while doing anagrams

task came up with more defeat-related words in word-fragment

completion task and people who unscrambled defeat-related

sentences wrote down more bitterness-related words. Thus,

accessibility of metaphorically associated knowledge mediates the

relationship between defeat experience (abstract domain) and

bitterness perception (concrete domain). Furthermore, accessible

knowledge can affect people’s perception if there is an applicable

target (Higgins 1996). In study 6, people who unscrambled

bitterness-related sentences indicated the bitterness of substance

higher than those who unscrambled sentences without
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bitterness-related concepts. In conclusion, the bottom-up approach

(concrete-to-abstract direction) and top-down approach

(abstract-to-concrete direction) will be achieved only if the

metaphorically associated knowledge is available to the person,

accessible in the context, and applicable to the target (Lee and

Schwarz 2012).

Sensory experience in any modality can have downstream

metaphorical effects but there are few regarding negative

gustatory elicitation. This study introduced representative models

of embodied cognition and suggested a new way of thinking. I

think the demarcation of models under the embodied cognition

slowly disappears. The border seems to be blurred and the

bidirectional relationship between sensory experience and abstract

concept appears to be accepted. I tried to utilize various methods

throughout six studies. Some of them are modified and created in

a new way so that Korean participants can understand and

participate in easily. For those who are planning to conduct an

experiment similar to these studies can may use this method.

News articles say that the economy is in downstream and there

are many people who do not have jobs. Students who graduated

the college try to get a job but it is really hard. They might

think they are defeated. The result of perceiving bitterness higher

in a defeat situation can happen easily these days. It is

interesting that people evaluate another person’s defeat situation
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as more defeated after tasting bitterness. For marketers, this

result can help institutions that operate donation program. If

people can further sympathize with a person in a desperate or

defeated situation while tasting bitterness, companies can provide

potential givers with hot Americano or bitter chocolate during

fundraising program. Furthermore, advertisement which shows a

defeated situation of a young person can facilitate viewers to

seek bitter products since people would regard another person’s

situation as their own situation. Although it is not handled in

this paper, increased sensitivity to bitterness after experiencing

defeat can be a underlying mechanism of increased purchase

intention toward sweet things or much stronger bitterness. People

tend to search for bitter tastes like alcohol or sweet taste like ice

cream after experiencing defeat and emotional distress.

Further research regarding the relationship between success and

sweet taste can be viable since people who achieved higher score

compared to partner in the anagrams task indicated the

sweetness of Omija tea higher after the task. Actually, both

‘sweet success’ and ‘bitter defeat’ are metaphors commonly used

in daily lives. People feel happiness after achieving a goal or

winning a game. This psychological positive feeling can be linked

to a situation when we can get physically positive feeling such

as eating sweet things.
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1. elvis 2. melon 3. pale

4. read 5. listening 6. 소장

7. 인기 8. name 9. pone

10. silent 11. eat 12. 국한

13. earn 14. dormitory 15. rescue

16. sunday 17. motorcycle 18. president

19. Funeral 20. 사역

1. elvis 2. melon 3. pale

4. read 5. peal 6. 소장

7. 인기 8. name 9. pone

10. 장인 11. eat 12. 국한

13. earn 14. 관련 15. 연금

16. 인구 17. 소주 18. 고기

19. 달통 20. 사역

Appendix 1. Anagrams task in Study 1, 2, and 4

1) Defeat condition

다음은 기억력과 단기 집중력을 알아볼 수 있는 게임입니다.

주어진 해당 단어를 재배열하여 새로운 단어를 만들어 주십시오.

예) olive → I love, 분배 → 배분

2) No defeat condition
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Appendix 2. A fictitious character story

다음은 가상의 인물이 적은 일기의 내용입니다. 글을 읽고 내용을 최대

한 기억하여 주십시오. 3분의 시간이 주어진 후 외운 내용을 써보는 시

간을 가지도록 하겠습니다.

오늘은 12월 20일. 아침 7시 23분, 나는 곡물 빵에 딸기잼을 발라 먹었다.

주위를 둘러보니 알람시계가 구석에 박혀있고, 눈이 왔는지 커튼 사이로

환한 빛이 들어왔다. 또래 친구들은 소위 말하는 대기업에 취직하여 돈도

잘 벌고 부모님께 효도하며 잘나가는데, 나는 나이 서른이 되도록 고시원

에 처박혀 무슨 부귀영화를 누리려고 이러는지 모르겠다.

일주일 전에는 여자 친구와도 헤어지고 이제 곧 크리스마스도 다가오는데

외로움이 나를 엄습한다. 메일을 확인해보니 회사 측에서 날아온 죄송하다

는 메일이 와있다. 또 나는 경쟁에서 패배한 것이다.

기분 전환 겸 근처 공원으로 나가 산책을 하고 돌아오는 길에는 귀여운 강

아지도 보았다. 저녁에는 토익 학원에서 지난주에 쳤던 반 별 모의고사 점

수를 가르쳐줬는데 꼴찌에서 3번째를 기록했다. 몇 년 째 다니고 있는데

점수가 정말 더럽게 안 오른다. 갖다 바친 돈으로 차를 한 대 샀겠다.

내 고향은 부산, 집에 한 번 내려가야 하는데 엄두가 나지 않는다. 고생하

실 부모님 생각에 면목이 없다. 침울한 내 마음과는 다르게 달이 환하게

떴다. 푹신한 이불을 덮고 있으니 점점 졸린다.
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Appendix 3. Word completion task in study 4

Words marked with * are counted.

ㅍ ㅂ *

굴 ㅂ *

ㅇ ㄷ

ㅎ ㅂ *

ㅈ 다 *

ㅁ ㅅ

ㅍ ㅈ *

ㄱ ㅈ

ㅅ ㄹ

ㄷ ㅍ *

ㅂ ㅇ

ㅅ ㅊ

ㄱ ㅇ *

도 ㅈ

ㅍ ㄱ *

ㅇ ㄱ

_____eat *

Ap______

______re

___o___e *
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Appendix 4. Sentence unscramble task in study 5

1) Defeat condition

조각난 문장을 바로 잡아주세요.

예) 먹었다 가족이랑 치킨을 나는 함께

→ 나는 가족이랑 함께 치킨을 먹었다.

1. 그것이 이유는 실패한 잘못이다 나의

2. 음성도 내가 이불은 인식한다 만드는

3. 이를 붙였다 나는 무시하며 불을 애써

4. 패배했다는 그에게 사실이 절망스럽다 너무

5. 피곤했지만 생각났다 긴 비행으로 술 한잔이

6. 잊지 않는다 패배와 나는 오늘의 굴욕을

7. 앉아서 나는 침대에 바라봤다 멍하니

8. 빼앗겨서 좌절했다 사랑하는 이를 패배자처럼
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2) No defeat condition

조각난 문장을 바로 잡아주세요.

예) 먹었다 가족이랑 치킨을 나는 함께

→ 나는 가족이랑 함께 치킨을 먹었다.

1. 있었다 바로 내 눈앞에 성공이

2. 음성도 내가 이불은 인식한다 만드는

3. 이를 붙였다 나는 무시하며 불을 애써

4. 불며 노래를 불렀다 휘파람을 나는

5. 시원한 보기만 해도 바다 풍경이 아름답다

6. 일어나 개고 나는 이불을 먹었다 밥을

7. 앉아서 나는 침대에 바라봤다 멍하니

8. 꼬리치며 나를 따라온다 졸졸 강아지가
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Appendix 5. Word completion task in study 5

Words marked with * are counted.

 ㅋ ㅍ *

ㅇ ㄱ

ㅅ 주 *

한 ㅇ *

ㅆ 다 *

ㅁ ㅁ

ㅇ ㅅ

ㄷ ㄹ ㅈ *

ㅅ ㄹ

ㅈ ㅁ *

ㅂ ㅇ

ㅅ ㅊ

ㄱ ㅇ

ㄷ ㄷ *

ㅂ ㅅ

ㅇ ㄷ

_____ter *

Ameri_____ *

_____ee *

Ca_____
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Appendix 6. Sentence unscramble task in study 6

1) Defeat condition

조각난 문장을 바로 잡아주세요.

예) 갔다 가족이랑 소풍을 나는 함께

→ 나는 가족이랑 함께 소풍을 갔다.

1. 커피의 감쌌다 입안을 온통 쓴 맛이

2. 음성도 내가 이불은 인식한다 만드는

3. 글을 썼다 나는 가득 공책에

4. 한약은 두렵다 마실 때마다 쓴 맛 때문에

5. 쉽다 너무 이 수학 문제는

6. 술이 느껴진다 오늘따라 쓰게 굉장히

7. 앉아서 나는 침대에 바라봤다 멍하니

8. 아플 땐 목이 쌉싸래한 최고다 생강차가
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2) No defeat condition

조각난 문장을 바로 잡아주세요.

예) 갔다 가족이랑 소풍을 나는 함께

→ 나는 가족이랑 함께 소풍을 갔다.

1. 개운하다 양치를 기분이 하면

2. 음성도 내가 이불은 인식한다 만드는

3. 이를 붙였다 나는 무시하며 불을 애써

4. 흘러간다 시간이 천천히 생각보다

5. 어렵다 너무 이 수학 문제는

6. 좋아하는 그 음악은 제일 내가 음악이다

7. 앉아서 나는 침대에 바라봤다 멍하니

8. 정보들이 풍부하다 이 홈페이지에는
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요약 (국문초록)

최근 은유적 표현과 관련한 연구들이 신체적 감각과 추상적 개념

사이의 양방향성을 밝혀내고 있다. 본 연구의 목적은 체화된 인지

이론을 바탕으로 하여 패배의 경험과 쓴 맛의 지각 사이의 양방향

성을 알아보는데 있다. 여섯 개의 실험을 통해 본 연구에서는 패배

의 경험이 쓴 맛의 지각을 높이며, 쓴 것을 맛보면 패배의 경험을

더 강한 패배로 인식함을 밝혔다. 또한, 은유적으로 연결된 지식에

접근 가능하다면 그 지식을 적용할 수 있는 대상에 대한 지각이 영

향을 받는 것을 알 수 있었다. 지금까지 부정적인 자극에 대한 연구

는 체화된 인지 분야에서 많이 연구되지 않았으며, 특히 맛을 대상

으로 하는 연구는 거의 없었다. 사람들이 타인의 패배 상황 또한 쓴

것을 맛 본 후 더욱 쓰라리게 여긴다는 점은 추후 기부 관련 연구

진행에 기여할 수 있을 것이다.

žžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžžž
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